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Quotations for getting started -
all taken from the Mahatir Moamad‘s book

„Islam Knowledge and Other Affairs“

„… the first message to Muslims is to seek knowledge…“

…“The scientists who are more conversant with the vastness 
and complexity of creation should actually be more humble 
and should look up to the power that creates all these“… 

„…It is clear that knowledge is the determinant 
of human civilisations. Our civilisation today began with 
the European quest of knowledge from the Muslim Arabs…“

„…It is true that Islam is a way of life, and politics, social affairs 
and economic affairs cannot be separated from religious affairs..“

„… Unfortunately even as the Europeans were benefitting 
from the scholarship of the Muslims, the Muslims themselves 
decided to reject knowledge other than of their own religion…“



Also for reference:

Innovation in the Islamic World:
Learning from the Past to Design the Future

Exhibition at the Science Museum, London, arranged by 
Professor Salim T S Al-Hassani, London





First: Let‘s get clear, what I (as a European!) 

am talking about:Knowledge denotes a process of 

combining information in a transdisciplinary way. 

Understanding is beyond. 
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Politics in Europe: Current Desorientation





Are they (the politicians) open for new ideas ?



One example for urgent reforms: 
the mess with education
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Financial markets: Some simple facts 
                           (in 2007)

• Volume of all financial transactions per year 
(250 trade days)  is 74 (!) times higher than 

the total of the whole world‘s GNP.

• Only ~ 10% of the money daily shifted 
through the finance systems is somehow 
related to goods and trade in the 
real economy

• Volume of
money (in real 
and in books) 
is ~ 14 times 
more than 
needed
for the real
economy



Instability in stock markets: They ARE vulnerable



Current legislation and legal systems are neither any 
more adequate nor do they cover upcoming situations 
(e.g. in Intellectual Property Right, Knowledge Economy taxation …)
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„Positive Vision is the Way to Success“
Malaysian Artist Koay Soo Kau. Born 1946. Oil on Canvas 



The Economic Vision / Strategy of Malaysia

The „New Economic Model 
For Malaysia“ (NEM) is a 
marvelous example of an 
extremely well thought 
through policy agenda - also 
a masterpiece of Business 
School exercise.



How do we feel in the future economy?



Zooming
in the fan 



Today‘s Management 
Culture in Global Context



The organisation of the future will follow  new 
„biological“ models for becoming re-structured





Self-Similarities, - Development,- Referentiality, -Orga- 
nisation: New paradigms of organisational structures

Romaescu Head 
of Cabbage

Waves/Baroque Deko

Viruses



Some inputs /questions to 
the Malaysian discussion on 

future economics:
•  Is the „New Economic Model“ not just a 
„    „perfectionalisation“ of the „old model“? 
•  The aswer to the „Denis Meadows-Question“: 
What comes after „The Limits to Growth“ ?
•  What would be a „Knowledge Ecology“ as 
  an extension on the „Kowledge Economy“ ?
•  If there are limits to growth: How shall the 
traditional growth model be substituted?
•  The world is in turbulencs. Is this just a sign of 
transition into the next „Kontradieff Cycle“?
•  Nobel Price Winner Joseph Stiglitz suggests 
to get rid of GDP as the reference figure and 
to substitute it by a series of indicators. The 
Belgium scientist and former Central Banker     
Lietaerd  goes beyond a suggests to introduce 
a set of different local currencies. Why not?

Sustainability        Optimum

0%

100%

Window of 
Viability

Diversity → Resilience                            Efficiency
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Key Basic Sciences Disciplines of the Next Future:
Physics – Information Sciences – Biology…

…and combining them towards new frontiers research areas such as:



Biology:

Life = information – 
(and much more)



IT / Informatics, in Specific 
Highly Complex Systems
in Hardware + Software



Constructs of the future:  Made by Computers



Innovation = (Re-) Combining Information 
to something, which has not existed before
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Knowledge of Cities and Communities



The Living Ambience of the 
Future Will be (Mega-) Cities

9 Billion
by 2050



For example:
Moroccan 
Towns  - to be
Profiled as Cities
of Knowledge ?!

Military Intelligence

University & Education

Art & Culture

Telecom
& IT

Tourism & Leisure
Administration & 
Government



Which Way to Go to Manage the Future?



From Information to Knowledge

Under-
standing

Wisdom

One current and future domain of
The New  Club of Paris



The previous scheme is an extension of one given to

The New Club of Paris by Tengku Mohd Azzmann in 2009



Society

People 
Culture

e-Society

People 
Culture 
Information

People   
Culture 
Information 
Knowledge 

k-Society

Sustainable
k-Society

People   
Culture 
Information 
Knowledge 
Innovation

Continuous Learning

Informatisation

Connectivity

Zooming into 
the Current Transformation Process

Presentation given to The New Club of Paris from 

Tengku Mohd Azzmann in Vienna, 2009



Trend is valid for all Highly Industrialised/
Advanced and Emerging Countries

At ~ 80% knowledge based

In Parallel: Economy is 
Radically Changing its Structure



Din Personal change Knowledge-driven individuals

Knowledge Society

Nafs

Intellectual Assets

Aql

Wealth for All

Mal

Community Well-being
and Environmental Sustainability

Nasl

Knowledge for human development

Equitable Knowledge Economy

Family solidarity and Ecological balance

Tengku Mohd Azzman’s 
Discourse in Vienna, 2009, 
on “Knowledge Society 
development in the Middle 
East – revisiting the 
Maqasid al Shari’ah”.

“The very objective of the 
Shari’ah is to promote the 
well-being of the people, 
which lies in safeguarding 
their faith (din), their self 
(nafs), their intellect (‘aql), 
their posterity (nasl) and 
their wealth (mal)”. 



Strategic vision, intent and purpose of Knowledge Society

Personal change in mindset, attitudes and
behaviour as basis to build Knowledge Society

Strategic management to realise Knowledge Society and 
production of intellectual assets

Use of knowledge to develop equitable Knowledge
Economy with wealth (spiritual,social and material) for all

Safeguarding interests of present and future generations by 
enhancing family and social solidarity and preserving ecological 
balance

Din

Nafs

Aql

Mal

Nasl

Strategic thrusts from Maqasid al 
Shar’iah perspective: Summary



The Big Change in Thinking in Europe 
since the „Age of  Enlightment“ 

E = m x c²



Kurt Goedel’s two theorems and their invocations
Gödel's incompleteness theorems are two theorems 
of mathematical logic that establish inherent limitations 
of all axiomatic systems axiomatic systems for 
mathematics.
 

The theorems, proven by Austrian Kurt Gödel in 1931, 
are important both in mathematical logic and in the 
philosophy (of mathematics). The two results are widely 
interpreted as showing that to find a complete and 
consistent set of axioms for all of mathematics is 
impossible.
If Goedel’s theorem in a methaphorical sense (!!!) 
would be applied within non formalized and non 
formalizable life situations, one practical conclusion to 
overcome a “Gödel logic trap” would be to step up 
“one level higher” and then to take decisions from 
this new standpoint. 

A Philosophical Consideration 
From a Formal Scienctists Standpoint



Commonalities
on abstract levels

Islam and predecessor, monotheistic religions
have enough in common to find ways together



A message from Vienna: 
Already at the „Age of Enlightment“  

the Problem of  the „Clash of Cultures“ was addressed



In support of a new Enlightment : IIASA in Austria may serve as 
one model for a new „Institute of Knowledge and Intercultural 
Research“ common between IAIS and The New Club of Paris ?



Pere Borrell 
del Caso, 1874






